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Introduction. Previous studies of initiation of plate tec-
tonics were concerned mostly with the present-day Earth where
plate tectonics is actively occurring [1-3]. Understanding of
how plate tectonics starts and can be sustained for a long time
on an Earth-like planet is a different problem. Investigation of
this problem began only recently [4-6]. This problem is also
important for understanding evolution and tectonics of other
terrestrial planets in the Solar System. These planets do not
have plate tectonics at present but could have had plate tecton-
ics in the past. Planets beyond the Solar System are of interest
as well from the perspective of how life begins: the biosphere
is strongly affected by plate tectonics and may not evolve to
higher forms without plate tectonics. In particular, plate tec-
tonics is known to play a key role in the long-term stability of
planetary climate. These problems require some level of pre-
dictive power which in turn requires a better insight into the
physical mechanisms of plate tectonics. The purpose of this
study is to investigate initiation of plate tectonics on a most
likely model of a terrestrial planet – with predominantly inter-
nal heat sources and in the strongly time-dependent regime of
stagnant lid convection.

The approach. The approach to understanding the con-
ditions for initiation of subduction is as follows. First, the
scaling laws for the stresses in the lithosphere are derived.
Second, the critical yield stress for breaking the lithosphere is
estimated based on the assumption that in the presence of yield
stress, subduction starts when the effective viscosity contrast
across the lithosphere drops below some critical value. This
assumption is supported by previous studies and is also tested
below for the particular problem considered here. Finally, the
scaling laws for initiation of subduction are derived.

Stresses in the lid. The stresses in the lithosphere increase
gradually from the interior of the convective cell to-wards the
surface of the convective layer and undergoes a large jump in
a thin stress boundary layer near the surface (Fig. 1). This
rather peculiar stress profile is characterized by three basic
stress scales: (i) Relatively small stresses ��� in the convective
interiors. These are created by viscous shearing caused by
sinking plumes: � �������	�
������ (1)

(ii) The stresses ��� in the lid (yet outside the surface stress
boundary layer). These stresses are a combination of the
stresses ����� ����� due to sloping lid as well the stresses ��� caused
by shear flow at the bottom of the lid:��� � ����� ��������� ��� (2)

These stresses will be discussed in detail in the next sec-
tion.

(iii) The stresses � � in the surface stress boundary layer.
These gigantic stresses develop only under free-slip boundary
conditions. One of their two principal axes is nearly normal to

and the other axis is parallel to the surface (both components
are, of course, equal to each other). Their origin is due to the
necessity to balance � � which would otherwise create a large
horizontal force acting on the lid:� � � ��� � ������� (3)

where
� � is the thickness of the stress boundary layer. It is

controlled by the rheological temperature scale:� � �! #"$�&%�'(�")��+*-,/.10 (4)
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Figure 1: Stress profiles in a convective layer. Lithosphere
(stagnant lid) is located at depth *32546� 7 .

What happens when there is an yield stress. In the pres-
ence of an yield stress (yet not too large to cause subduction),
the only modification of the stress profile occurs in the plastic
zone. The most significant effect of the yield stress is that
it replaces the thin stress boundary layer by a thicker one, of
about the width

��8
of the plastic zone (Fig. 2). Thus, the max-

imum stresses in the lid drop by about a factor of
� 8 � � � which

can be orders of magnitude in the case of Arrhenius viscosity
where the surface stress boundary layer is especially narrow.
This means that the scale � � disappears when there is a plastic
zone. The stress which determines how deep the plastic zone
will propagate and, thus, when subduction starts is the stress
in the lid (below the stress boundary layer).

Lithospheric stress scale. First the variations in the lid
thickness do not correlate well with the lid thickness. This
eliminates the possibility that the lithospheric stresses scale
with the thickness of the lithosphere [4,5]. This suggests that
there only two possibilities left: stresses due to variations in
the rheological sublayer thickness and internal stresses. Figure
3 shows that the correlation is much better with the internal
stress scale. For non-Newtonian viscosity the stresses in the
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Figure 2: Stress profiles (second invariant of the stress ten-
sor) in the absence of plastic yielding (solid line) and for two
different values of the yield stress (dotted and dashed lines).

lid are approximately ���$9;:���� � (5)

To what depth the plastic zone should propagate to ini-
tiate subduction? The critical viscosity contrast for mobiliza-
tion of the stagnant lid for bottom heated convection is about<>=@?BA�C 0�D . Systematic investigation shows that this is also the
case for strongly time-dependent, internally heated convection
the viscosity contrast. This means that the plastic zone has to
reach only such depth where the viscosity is about �!< =@?BAEC 0�D
times larger than in the vigorously convective region. With
the rheological laws from [7] and with the assumption that" � is not too far from the dry solidus, the plastic zone has to
propagate to about half-way through the lithosphere to allow
subduction.

Critical yield stress. The fact that the plastic zone should
occupy about half of the lid substantially simplifies the esti-
mates. The stress scale in that region is still about the stress
scale in the lid and the maximum stresses scale as the stresses��� in the lid amplified by the ratio

� � � ��8 of the lid thickness
to the thickness of the plastic zone. Thus, the critical yield
stress for initiation of subduction is about twice the stress level
in the lid. These scaling laws together with the scaling laws
obtained for small-scale convection [8] give the critical friction
coefficient for initiation of subduction:

F$G�H 9 46� :JILK "NM�OQP MSR T" � (6)

where K is the gas constant, " � is the interior temperature just
below the lithosphere,

R
is the thermal expansion and  T" is

the temperature contrast across the lithosphere.
This equation suggests that the apparent critical friction

coefficient must be about U 4EV times smaller that that predicted
by laboratory experiments.

Conclusion. Analysis of the lithospheric stresses caused
by convection suggest simple conditions for plate tectonics
to start on terrestrial planets. These laws suggest that the
lithosphere needs must be U 4 V times weaker compared to what
one might expect from laboratory constraints on the brittle
strength of rocks. It seems that the only factor which can
reduce the brittle strength so much is a nearly lithostatic fluid
pore pressure. This further implies that a planet has to have
sufficient amounts of water to have plate tectonics.
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Figure 3: Comparison of two scaling laws for the lithospheric
stresses: Scale 1 is based on the fluctuations in the unstable
boundary layer at the bottom of the lithosphere (the rheologi-
cal sublayer); Scale 2 is the viscous stresses in the convective
interiors.
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